
CUESTA COLLEGE EQUIVALENCY COMMITTEE'S DISPOSITION FORM 

Applicant: ------------------

Poslllon applying 
for: 

Minimum Degree Requirement for this FSA: 
M.A./M.S. � B.A./B.S. □ A.A.IA.S.

Requirements as specified in the "Disciplines list": 

-Master's in ---
OR ---

□ 

-Bachelor's in ---   AND

-Master's in --- (NOTE: A bachelor's degree in ---- is an alternative 
quafl1ication for this discipline.);

List degrees and/or certificates the applicant has obtained and the Institution or agency granting 
Degree/Certificate Institution/Agency 

M.A.
B.S.

@' Equivalency is GRANTED 

0 Intern status is GRANTED and EXPIRES 
(Candidates are responsible for submitting documentation to Human Resources 
that alls ec/f/ed re u/rements have been met. 

0 Equivaiency ls NOT GRANTED 
Justification: 

Decision Date: _i:::::-_/
-+

/_9
-'+-

) 
... )

-��---- Voting Record: YES N0___,,,O"---

Lisa Defraga 
Randy Scovil 
Kathy Jimison 
Frank Ha 

@' Michael Mogull 

® Original D Amended 

Committee members NOT voting: 
D Lisa Defraga 
D Randy Scovil 
l!sj' Kathy Jimison 
0 FrankHa 
D Michael Mogul! 

After comrnlltee decision, candidate name, date granted/denied, and division should be listed in the "Equlvalency Review 
Record" spreadsheet on the G Drive. Academic Senate requires a copy of this at the end or each year. 



 --- seeks equivalency to teach ---. 

From page 18 From 2017 Handbook- Minimum Qualifications for Faculty and Administrators 
in California Community Colleges 

Master's in ---- with --- concentration OR 

Bachelor's in ---  with a --- or ---  with ---
emphasis or --- with an ---  emphasis AND Master's in --- or the equivalent. 

(NOTE: A bachelor's degree in --- with ---
concentration, with a ---  is an alternative qualification for this discipline.) 
CCR53410.l 

I have an undergraduate degree in --- from --- and MBA from ---. Although I do not have 
an undergraduate degree with a ---  emphasis, I do believe I have the equivalent to other 
qualified applicants to teach ---  in the California Community College system. I am claiming 
equivalency to the above highlight, 
---  with an ---  emphasis AND Master's in --- I will use an --- 
degree with a minor in ---  from University --- as my case. 

I claim that between the --- classes I have taken at ---  equate to the necessary course work to 
teach ---. I have highlighted the course work below. In addition to the coursework listed 
below, I also have over 5 years' experience in --- in my ---  role as co-founder ---. I used 
---.

If I can provide you with any additional information, please let me know. 



Degree and College I am claiming equivalency to: Minor in --- 

Students who choose to minor in --- must complete 21 to 23 credits of the following  courses: 
-

I'd like to highlight the course descriptions to help show the following relationships: 

--- Intensive study of the --- and of the 
--- literature that provides a guide to the recording of ---

Equates to 




